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Abstract. For infinitesimal changes of vertex functions under infinitesimal variation
of all renormalized parameters, linear combinations are found such that the net infinitesimal
changes of all vertex functions are negligible relative to those functions themselves at
large momenta in all orders of renormalized perturbation theory. The resulting linear first
order partial differential equations for the asymptotic forms of the vertex functions are,
in quantum electrodynamics, solved in terms of one universal function of one variable and
one function of one variable for each vertex function whereby, in contrast to the renormalization group treatment of this problem, the universal function is obtained from nonasymptotic considerations. A relation to the breaking of scale invariance in renormalizable theories
is described.

Introduction

The small distance behaviour of Green's and vertex functions in
renormalizable quantum field theories has been extensively studied in
a formal way via the renormalization group [1,2] and, with equivalent
results, some other approaches [8,9]. Here we offer an alternative approach to the same problem, which appears to be rather more direct.
It leads to formulas that are exact and become the usual asymptotic
ones upon a, in principle controllable, neglect.
We study the effect of inserting one extra mass vertex, or a generalized
mass vertex in the sense of Wilson [3], into all Feynman diagrams for
all vertex functions. (Such vertices are defined as those for which the
sum of the mass dimensions of the composing fields, a scalar and the
electromagnetic field having dimension one, a spinor field dimension
three half, a derivative dimension one, is less than four, e.g. two for a
scalar mass vertex and three for a spinor mass vertex.) By such insertion,
the superficial divergence D of the corresponding Feynman integral is
reduced1 (e.g. by two and by one, respectively, for a scalar and a spinor
mass vertex). Reduction of the superficial divergence, however, results
in decrease of the large-momentum behaviour by the corresponding
power of an overall scale factor1. This relation between dimension of
1

16

See, e.g., Ref. [2] p. 321; the index ω(G) we call D. Also ibid., p. 341.
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the vertices (i.e., of the terms in the interaction Lagrangian density in
the Dyson formula) and large-momentum behaviour is basic in renormalization theory [2] and in many applications (Weinberg sum rules2, renormalization of theories with broken symmetry [4-7]).
We now consider, however, the insertion of one such vertex as the
infinitesimal operation to the insertion of such interaction term into the
Lagrangian density. If this type of vertex is already in the Lagrangian,
this change of the theory is expressible as a change of the renormalized
masses and coupling constants that completely specify the theory.
Thus, the insertion of one such vertex into all diagrams for a vertex
function is equivalent to forming some linear combination of the partial
derivatives of that vertex function with respect to all renormalized parameters. The coefficients in this linear combination are independent of
momenta or of the vertex function selected, and therefore can be determined by calculating the effect of the insertion operation upon the vertex
functions of nonnegative superficial divergence degree, which themselves
define, at particular momenta, the renormalized parameters of the theory.
Once these coefficients have been determined, we have obtained for
every vertex functions at all (in this process, fixed) momenta a linear
partial differential equation, the inhomogeneous term being the vertex
function with that extra vertex inserted into all diagrams, which is
expressible in standard fashion by certain integral operations.
If in such partial differential equation the inhomogeneous term is
neglected, we obtain a partial differential equation for the asymptotic
form of that vertex function. To see this, we recall from the usual discussion
of small distance behaviour [1,2] that asymptotically, all momenta becoming large in the sense Pi-^λp^λ-^oo, the vertex function behaves,
3
D
in renormalized perturbation theory, like λ multiplied by, e.g., in
quantum electrodynamics, a double power series in the fine structure
constant α and in α In A, whereby all neglected terms have relative to
these one or more factor λ ~1. In the partial differential equation described,
by power counting, the inhomogeneous term does have 1 > 3 one or more
factor λ~1 relative to all the homogeneous terms, such that the asymptotic
form does obey the homogeneous linear partial differential equation.
The solution of this equation is trivial and involves an unknown
function, e.g., the value the asymptotic form takes for λ = 1 as a function
of the coupling constant. The further discussion of this solution, identical
with the one from renormalization group arguments [1,2], is familiar.
What has been achieved, for asymptotic formulas, is only that the uni2

See, e.g., the discussion in Ref. [3].
The present statements hold in general only if no nontrivial partial sum of momenta
vanishes, and conform with Weinberg's results [28], as far as these are applicable, cp. Refs.
[20,29].
3
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versal function (ψ(z) in (11.25) below) of the coupling constant needed
in the usual approach [1,2] is here obtained implicitly from the coefficient
functions, which were determined without asymptotic considerations.
However, in principle, the differential equations are more informative
than merely to lead to the usual and, as is well known, essentially useless
asymptotic formulas. We elaborate on this point in the discussion. On
the other hand, our technique yields, at least directly, only formulas
relating to overall scaling, such that other results on asymptotic behaviour, obtained either by more involved uses of the renormalization
group [2], by direct asymptotic estimates [8], or by summation of
leading logarithmic terms in the perturbation theoretical expansions [9],
are so far not covered.
The inhomogeneous partial differential equations allow an amusing
application to the problem of the breaking of scale in variance4, since
they yield, except in theories with scalar or pseudoscalar fields, a new
expression for the divergence of the local current associated with scale
transformations. The Wilson dimension [3] of this operator is, manifestly, four, such that, as one should anticipate in view of the logarithmic
factors in asymptotic formulas, the breaking of scale invariance in
renormalizable quantum field theories is not a simple one.
For transparency, we present the method first in Section I applied
to the model of a hermitean scalar field in quartic self interaction, and
also, because the application, given in the appendix, to the breaking of
scale invariance is more interesting in such a model. In Section II, we
apply the method to quantum electrodynamics, derive the consequences
of current conservation, and obtain familiar [1,2] asymptotic formulas.
In the discussion we make remarks on the possible usefulness of our
results.
4

I. The φ -Theory
Li

Derivation of Partial Differential Equations

We consider the theory described by the Lagrangian density

L = h (δμφud»φu - mlφl) - £guφt + A L(φu).

(I.I)

This expression, containing unrenormalized quantities, is formal and
so are the manipulations at the beginning of this section, but the final,
renormalized, formulas are correct. A rigorous derivation in the framework of renormalized perturbation theory can be given by first regularizing [10,11] the theory (I.I) and letting the regulator masses go to
infinity in the final formulas. For brevity, we omit showing this.
4

16*

See, e.g., Ref. [3] and references given there.
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The generating functional5
Σ (nl)-1rf'~fdx1...dxHJ{x1)
«=o
of the renormalized Green's functions
Gdisc{J}=

... J(xn)Gdisc(x1...xn)

(1.2)

is for the theory (LI) (see, e.g., Ref. [27])
GίtsΛJ) = const exp[if dxΔL(-iZiδ/δJ{x))]

Gdisc{J}

(1.3)

where Gdisc{J} is the generating functional for the theory (I.I) with AL
set zero, and const is such that Gd^c{0} = 1. We now choose 6
φ2u:.

(1.4)

Then, clearly,
GjiLsc{J}(rn\g) = Gdisc{(l + Az)J}(m2 + Am\g + Ag)

(1.5)

where m and g are the renormalized mass and coupling constant that
specify the theory, and we have taken into account that renormalization
also implies an amplitude renormalization convention that will in general
not be observed by the Green's functions defined by (1.3).
The infinitesimal form of (1.3), with the choice (1.4), is

• J dxlGdisc

{J} - G d i s c {J} G d i s c

XX

while (1.5) gives

A Gάisc{J} = (A m\d/dm2-\ + Ag\d/dg\
+ Az$dx J(x) ίδ/δJ(x)J) Gdisc{J} •

( L 6 b )

5

(In (1.6a), subscripts denote functional derivatives, such that, in view
of (1.2),

5

The concepts and notation used here and later on are described in Ref. [5].
A trilinear term could be dealt with in an analogous manner, but would break the
symmetrie φ^> — φ of the undisturbed part in (I.I) such that more renormalization parameters would have to be introduced. Since also the combinatorics with a trilinear term [12]
is more complicated and such terms appear also to be of less practical interest, we consider
only ordinary mass terms in this paper.
6
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For connected Green's functions, with generating functional G{J}
= lnG disc {J}, (1.6) gives
• $ dxtGxx{J] + GX{J} GX{J}
2

-Gxx^,_

2

= {Δm lδ/δm -\ + Δgtd/dg-]
+ Az$dx J(x) [δ/δJ(x)]) G{J} .
The transition to vertex functions5, with generating functional
such that
is described by
(1.8 a)

In view of (1.8 c),
such that (1.7) gives
=
• J dxlΓ-χx {^} - sf(x) st(x) + G(xx)]
m2ίd/dm2]+Agίd/dg}
Δzldxsrf{x)[δ/δ

*/{x)])Γ{stf) .

In particular, from (1.9),
ΛΓ(y1y2)=-iZ3Amϊδ(y1-y2)
-iiZ3Amifdxdzdu
2

G(xz) G(xu) Γ(zu yiy2)

(1.10)

2

= {Am [_dldrn ^ + Ag\_dldg-]-2Az)Γ{yϊy2)

and
=

2

~ίZ3Am

-\dxdz du G{xz) G(xu) $ Γ(zu
+

yιy2y3y4r)

ίdυdwG(vw)lΓ(zvy1y2)Γ(wuy3y4)

+ Γ(zvyxy3) Γ(wuy2y4) + Γ(zvyλy4)Γ(wu

y2y3)~]} .
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1.2 Determination of Coefficient Functions
Determination of Am2, Ag, Az in (1.9) requires to fix Ami by some
normalization. We introduce Fourier transforms by
idy±...

dynΓ(y1

...yn) Qxp(ip1yί +

+ ipnyn)

and similarly for the AΓ(...), as this notation will not lead to confusion.
AΓ(p( — p)) has, by power counting, superficial divergence degree D = 0
and, by (1.10), satisfies an inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation,
with the inhomogeneous term eliminated by one subtraction imposing,
as convenient choice,
AΓ(p(-p))\p2=m2=-im2.
(1.12)
Thereupon, A Γ(p( - p)) for all p, and all other A Γ(...), can be calculated
to all orders in renormalized perturbation theory. E.g., the renormalized
form of (1.11) is
A Γ(yx... j/4) = J dz du dz' dur A Γ(zu)
G(zz')G(uu'){±Γ2i(z'u',yiy2y3y4)
Λ-ldυdw G(vw) [as in (I.I 1)]}
where Γ2i(z v ,yίy2y3y4)
is the vertex function two-particle irreducible7
between the first and the second group of arguments and definable by
a BS-type integral equation.
For the normalization (1.12), we rewrite (1.9) as
f f

2

2

Δ Γip, ... p2n) = (αfo) m [δ/δm ]

+

β(g)ld/dgl-2ny(g))Γ(Pl...p2n).

From the renormalization conditions
P))lpi-»* = O,

Γ(Pl

PJβymmetry point = ~ *0 ,

where the symmetry point is defined by piPj = im2(4δij
(1.12) we have
2

(L14a)

— 1), (1.13), and

2

— im = —im oc(g\

= -*(g)m2[_d/dp2γ
7

Γ(p(-p))\p2=m2-2iy(g),

For the concepts and equations used here, see e.g. Refs. [12-14].
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and
Δ •* ( P i

P4) I symmetry point
3
Γ

= - Ί α(ff) Σ Piμίd/dPiμl iPlP2P3(-Pl

~Pl -PsWsymmetry point

whereby we have used
m2[δ/5m2] Γ(p(-p)) = (-p 2 [d/δp 2 ] +1) Γ(p(-p))

(1.15a)

and

ί=1

+ n-2}Γ(p1 ...p2tt-Λ-Pi

P2»-i)) = 0

for π = 2. We find

αfa) = 1,

(I lθa)

with

13 Asymptotic Forms of Vertex Functions
As explained in the introduction, (1.13) yields 3 for the asymptotic
forms of the vertex functions, with (1.16 a),
(m2ld/dm2l + β(g)ld/dgl
P 2 »-i)) = 0,

-2nγ(gj)Γas(p1...p2n_ί(-pί
whose general solution is
^as(Pl -"Pln-li-Pί

Pln-lί)

. .,
(l.lδ)

n

= %) n ^p 1 ...p 2 n - 1 (-lnm 2 + ρfe))
where
f

a(g) = exp [2 } dg β(g'Γ ^to')]

(I 19a)
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and

,
(I 19b)
9o

Thus, for dimensional reasons,
Γas(λpί ...λp2n_ί(-λpί

λp2n-i))

As to scattering amplitudes, (1.20) gives a result only for amplitudes3
extrapolated to all pf — 0, i.e. for "massless external particles".
The function Φ in (1.20) expresses the deviation of the asymptotic
form of the vertex function from scale invariant form, that is, Φ = const.
Our method, like the, in this respect, equivalent one of the renormalization group [2], gives no information concerning the InP-dependence
of this function. The only conclusion that can be drawn with some confidence (the flaw being that Γ as may not be asymptotic to Γ, and may
even not exist) from (1.20) is the analog of a famous result of Gell-Mann
and Low [1]
limλ^aigΓ-WPi
Λ-oo

-. λp2n_1(-λp1
= ΦPί...P2n-1(co)

λp2n.1))

(1.21)

independent of g.

There are relations between the Φ-functions in (1.20), which stem from
the renormalized coupled nonlinear integral equations [12-14] among
vertex functions. We will not study these relations here. Otherwise, only
perturbation theory is available to complement (1.17). One has to calculate Γ as along a noncharacteristic curve in the m2, g plane, the charac2
teristics being the curves ρ(g) — In m = const. Here, we give the simplest
expansion formulas only for the convenience of the reader as their
derivation follows familiar patterns. One sets

and has, from (1.18) with (1.19),
(1.22)
with the same sign at all three places. Some power series in g In(p2/m2)
in these formulas are summed by (|> 2 /m 2 ] = x)
2b

ίc

> 9) = 1 + o oQ [1 ~ 9 bol
+ gb1bό1ln(l-gb0lnx)+gryί+O(g3)

(1.23)
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where we have used (1.16) and
r =-cobo

1

1

^

*

b

\bb^*

with p 0 from
and in (1.23) it is understood that
l-gbolnx>0,

\g~'-bolnxΓ1

= O(g).

Under similar conditions 3
Γas(λPl...λp3(-λPί

λp^^

and
Γas(λp1...λp2n_1(-λp1
*

λp2n_ί))

2

1

)

(n>2)

by which formulas the leading logarithms are summed. Final remarks
on (1.13) in comparison with the usual approach are made in the discussion.
II. Quantum Electrodynamics

I Li Derivation of Partial Differential Equations
In analogy to Section I.I, we consider the change of the Lagrangian
density by a Fermion mass term. Such a term, if sufficiently carefully
defined, observes all invariances of quantum electrodynamics (QED)
and, in particular, is invariant8 under gauge transformations of the
second kind, such that current conservation is not affected. In explicit
terms, this means that Ward identities obtain no contribution from such
an extra vertex (at zero momentum as needed here, but also at finite
momentum) in the Feynman diagrams, a condition that will in turn
lead us to the complete definition of that vertex in terms of subtraction
prescriptions.
We introduce, for conciseness, the usual anticommuting spinor
sources [15,16] η(x) and η(x) along with J(x), whereby we suppress
spinor and vector indices wherever expendable. Anticommutators of
spinor sources and functional derivatives with respect to them, among
themselves and with the spinor fields, all vanish except
{δ/δη(x)9 η(y)} = {δ/δ η(x), ί (y»

=δ(x-y).

This is related to the fact that the self mass of the electron is gauge invariant.
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We understand all derivatives as left ones, such that e.g.
lη(x) δ/δη(x% ψ(y) η(y)] = ψ(y) η(x) δ(x - y).
We use the notation
/_

in

m

Π tδ/δηix,)] Π ίδ/δη(yj)] Π lδ/δJ(zk)lGdisΛη,η,J}

ί=l

j=l

fc=l

= Gdiscxi...xm,yi...yn,zi...zι\Ί>V>

= f"-n+ι<(ψ(x1)...

')

ψ{xm)ψ{yi)

••• ψ{yn)A{Zί)...

A(z,)

• exp [i / dx(η(x) ψ(x) + ψ(x) η(x) + J(x) A(x)J])+ > .
(1.3) becomes, with, instead of (1.4),
(HI)

AL(ψu,ψu,Au) = -Amuψuψu,

replaced by
GihΛn, η,J)

= const exp(-iZ 2 Am u Jdx[δ2/δη(x)<5f/(x)])

Gdiss.{η,η, J}

and (1.5) by
GiLsc%ri,J}(m,e)
= Gdiac{(ί + Az2)η,(ί + Az2)η,(ί + Az3)J}(m + Am,e + Ae) (113)
+ gauge correction terms,
whereof the "gauge correction terms" will be discussed later. Infinitesimally, in analogy to (1.6),
Δ Gdisc {η,η,J} = - i Z2 A mu
• ίdx[Gdiscx^{η,η,

^

J} - Gdisc{η, η, J}

Gdiscx^{0,0,0}]

and
+ f dx(Δz2η(x)
3

lδ/δη(x)]+Az2η(x)ίδ/δη(x)]

J(x) [δ/δ J(x)])) Gdisc{η, η, J}

(11.4 b)

+ gauge correction terms.
For connected functions, in analogy to (1.7),
A G{η, η,J} = — iZ2Δ mu
5dxlGX9Xt{η9η,J}

+ GxJη9η9J} GtX9{η9η,J} - G ^ { 0 , 0, 0}]

= (as in (Π.4b)) G{η, η, J} + gauge correction terms.

(II.5)
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We now set, in analogy to (1.8),
-iGx,t{η9η9J}

(Π.6a)

= φ(x)9

(II .6 c)
η(x) =
η(x) =

iΓxJφ,φ,j*},

(Π.6d)

-iΓιXι{φ,φ,jrf},

(II.6 e)
(fl.όf)

J(x) = iΓ<x{φ, φ, stf} ,

(Π 6g)

— i f dx[η(x) φ(x) + φ(x) η(x) + J(x) J/(X)] ,

whereby in (Π.6d—f) a notation analogous to the one described before
(II. 1) is used, with
In analogy to (1.8 d), (see Note added in proof)
Gx,y.{η, η,J}=-

iίδ/δη{x)-\ φ(y)

and Γ(x,y,)= — G~ί(x,y,) is the negative inverse electron propagator,
while Γ(,, zz') — — G~ί(,, zz') is the negative inverse photon propagator.
The analog of (1.9) is

-χχφ, φ9 stf} - φ(x) φ(x) + G(x, x,)]

χ

and
A Γ{φ, φ9 s/} = (A m[_d/dm] + A e[d/de]
-$dx(Az2φ(x)

lδ/δφ(x)]+Δz2φ(x

]

+ gauge correction term.
To save space, we do not write down the analoga of (1.10) and (1.11).
II.2 Current Conservation and Determination of Coefficient Functions
Proceeding as in section 1.2, we next discuss the superficial divergence
degrees D of the Fourier transforms A Γ(pί ... pm9 qx ... qn9 kx ...fez).They
are all negative except for m = n = 1, / = 0, and for m = n = 0, / = 2, other
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combinations being excluded by gauge in variance of the first kind and/or
charge conjugation invariance. Power counting gives D = 0 for Δ Γ(p, — p,)
and also 9 for AΓ(,, k( — k)). Thus it suffices to specify each function at
one momentum, to calculate them for all momenta using coupled oncesubtracted BS-equations. Since A Γ(p, — p) is infrared divergent on the
mass shell, we set
which yields the overall normalization for the mass vertex, since
JΓ μ v G,00) = 0

(II.9)

from current conservation similarly as
Γ μ v κ λ (,,00 0 0) = 0.

(11.10)

Similarly as in the latter case [17], however, to have (II.9) hold requires
to complement the mass vertex by an A A- vertex with finite, but integration-convention dependent coefficient. We think that term, which
is, besides attention to other invariances, part of the "sufficiently careful
definition" mentioned at the beginning of Section II. 1, tacitly implied
in all previous formulas that indicate the formal definition of the mass
vertex. In Gupta-Bleuler gauge and symmetric integration convention
[18], the finite term to be subtracted from the unadjusted AΓμv(,, k( — k))
is ί m2(4π2)~1e2gμv.
(See Note added in proof.)
Once (II.9) has been secured, however, AΓμy)(, ,/c(— k)) is transverse
at all momenta, while Γμv(, ,fe( — k)) it is added to has also a gaugedependent longitudinal part. This mismatch is the reason for the occurrence of the gauge correction term in (II. 1) and, going backwards, all
previous equations. We shall find that term by studying the consequences
of current conservation generally.
For definiteness, we choose Gupta-Bleuler gauge. We have the familiar
Ward-Takahashi identities [19] in the form

= (-ieη(z) lδ/δη(z)-] + ίeη(z) lδ/δη(z)]-idμnz))

Gdisc{ff,f/, J}

wherefrom, for vertex functions, using (II.6),

i • dμs/"(z) = (-ieφ(z) lδ/δφ(z)2
9
Because of Furry's theorem, there will be precisely one closed loop with an odd
number of corners, namely the one containing the mass vertex. Since this vertex has unit
Dirac matrix, the highest loop momentum power drops out in the Dirac trace.
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In particular,

from the inhomogeneous term in (11.11).
Upon the convention-dependent correction that ensures (II.9), all AΓ(..)
satisfy homogeneous Ward-Takahashi identities, i.e.
( - ieφ(z) ίδ/δφ(z)] + ieφ(z) [5/δ<p(z)]

as obtained by applying formally the defining operation (IL7a) on
(11.11). A simple calculation shows that (Π.7b) and (11.13) are consistent
if and only if
Ae = eAz3
(11.14)
and (see Note added in proof)
gauge correction term in (Π.7b) = - i J d z \ d ^ μ ( z ) γ Δz3.
(11.15)
The gauge correction terms in (II.3) that follow from (11.15) are more
complicated and need not be given here. It is not possible to modify
the defining linear operation for A G d i s c , (Π.4a), by terms of Wilson [3]
dimension rg 3 in a way that would correspond to a simple renormalized
linear operation on G d i s c as in (IL4b), since the candidate for the unrenormalized operation is of dimension four. However, all gauge correction terms vanish if one uses the transverse (Landau) gauge where both
(11.12) and (11.15) are consistently replaceable by zero.
The intermediate renormalization [20] we a d o p t 1 0 is described by
p 9 ) \ φ s s m = 0,
ΊθPμ]Γ(p, —p,)\p = 0
Γμv(,, 0 0) = 0,
[ d/dka-]Γμv(,,k(-k) )U=o = 0,
\β2/dkad) '<β]Γμv(,,k(-k))\k=(

(Π.16a)
(II. 16 b)
(II. 16 c)
(Π.16d)
(Π.16e)

corresponding to
)=
10

-ik2gμv+i(k2g μv-kμkv)O(k2).

This formulation of the renormalization used in Ref. [20] has been proposed by
K. Hepp (private communication).
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The identities (11.11) supply (11.10) and
(11.17)
For the normalization (II.8), we rewrite (IL7b) explicitly in Fourier
space as (see Note added in proof)
i ...pa9q1

...qn,ki

... kι) = (oc(e)mld/dm]

+ ys(e)le{d/de)-Q-2ny2(e))
+ y*(e) i(kiμk2v

Γfa ...pH,qi

...q^k

(11.18)

δn0δl2.

+ klvk2j

Using also
fcj.J

mld/drn]Γ(p1...pn,qί...qn,kί...kι_1(-p1

fcj_i))

•Γ(pί...pn,q1...qn,kί...kι-ι(-pί

(11.19)

we have from (II. 16-18) (see Note added in proof)
AΓ(0,0,) = (a(e) + γ3(e) eld/de]-2γ2(e)) F(0,0,),

(11.20 a)
(11.20 b)

\AΓ(p,-p,)\p=0=-2i

jr μ v coo) = o,

(Π.20c)
(Π.20d)

=

2iy3(e)(2gμvg«l}-g«μgξ-gμ[gΐ),

\Γμ(0,0,0) = 2ίy2{e)eyμ,
ΔΓμvκλ(,,0000)

= 0.

(Π.20e)
(11.20 f)
(Π.20g)

While (Π.20c) is (II.9) and has been discussed before, (IL20d) is trivial,
and (11.20 g) is satisfied and yields no further information. The identities
(11.13) secure consistency of (11.20 b) with (11.20 f). From the remaining
equations we find
2
(x(e) = l + O(e ),
(11.21 a)
2
4
+ 0(e ),
(11.21 b)
72(e) = (8π )~ V
γ3(e) = (12π 2 )' 1 e2 + O(e*).

(11.21 c)

While these functions are gauge dependent, it follows e.g. from its
relation to the asymptotic forms of the (gauge independent) pure photon
vertex functions that the ratio y^{e)/oL(e) is gauge independent, and also
the identity (11.14) holds in all gauges.
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113 Asymptotic Form of Vertex Functions
For the two-photon vertex function, we set
2

Γμ v (,, H - k)) = ί( -gμvk

2

2

2

1

+ kμkv) d([_k /m l e )- -

ίkμkv.

As in Section 1.3, the step justified in the introduction gives from (11.18)
{m\dldm2-\ +oc(ey1e2y3(e) \e~2 + (δ/δe2)]) < U [ f c > 2 ] , e2) = 0
or, with e2yz(e)/a(e) = σ(e2),
+ σ(e2)[_d/de2-]) \e2 das&k2/m2l e 2 )] = 0. (11.22)

(-k2td/dk2l
2

2

2

With e — α and fc /m = x, the general solution of (11.22) is

)

(11.23)

where
ρ(α)= fdα'σία')" 1 .

(11.24)

αo

Writing (11.23) as
lnx = - ρ(α) + Φ" ^ α d ^ x , α))
we compare it with the formula 11 of Gell-Mann and Low
lnx = Y '

α

αdas(l,α)

1

dz ψizΓ = Ψ(adas(x, α)) - Ψ(adu(l, α)).

(11.25)

Thus, the present method supplies implicitly the function ψ or Ψ if
d as (l,α) is known since ρ(α) was determined by relatively rigorous
nonasymptotic considerations.
In practical terms, the difference is that in the series
(x, α) = 1 + α(α l o + anϊnx) + α2(α
20

(or in the analogous series for das(x, α)" 1 ) in the present method only
the αn0 need be calculated, while in the usual procedure [2,21,22] one
needs more coefficients to construct, implicitly, also the power series
for ψ(z). Since, apparently, calculation of the αn0 requires calculation
also of all αnk, k> 0, there is no practical gain. However, in principle our
11

Formula (5.9) of Ref. [1]
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method appears to be superior, as we will argue in the discussion. We
refrain from deriving from (11.18) further asymptotic formulas as these
are identical with known [2] renormalization group results.
Discussion
The present method to derive asymptotic formulas for vertex functions from power counting arguments alone appears to be more direct
than the usual one [2] based on the renormalization group, where the
correctness of certain statements on qualitative subtraction parameter
dependence is not easily [21] established. Moreover, due to the welldefined left hand sides in (1.13) and (11.18), in principle, corrections to
the asymptotic forms could be calculated.
More important is the fact that (1.13) and (11.18) involve the vertex
functions themselves rather than their relatively artificial asymptotic
forms, such that information on e.g. initial data, for the asymptotic
forms most difficult to obtain, to supplement the partial differential
equations, could be sought from nonperturbation theoretical sources.
No analysis of (1.13) or (11.18) along such lines has been attempted in
this paper.
In fact, the asymptotic forms (1.18), and similarly for QED, of the
vertex functions are explicitly expressible by a simple modification,
which is justified on the basis of the large-momentum behaviour of A Γ
discussed in the Introduction, of the elementary solution formulas for
the inhomogeneous equations (1.13) and (11.18).
Our formula (1.18) and its QED analog relate only to overall scaling,
while already known techniques [2, 8,9] allow more detailed statements.
However, the relations, mentioned after (1.21), between the Φ-functions
have not been exploited here and do supply more information in those
cases where the dominant contributions to asymptotic behaviour come
12
from the integration region of large momenta in the nonlinear integral
equations of Refs. [12-14]. (See Note added in proof.)
Finally, we remark that formulas (1.13) and (11.18), and their analoga
in other renormalizable theories, could be used to complement the
renormalization rules of Ward [23], whereupon this scheme would give
results identical with those obtained on the basis of Bogoliubov-ParasiukHepp [2,24] renormalization theory.
Formulas analogous to (A.5), (A.7) and (A.8) in more realistic theories
could be useful in phenomenological discussions of the breaking of
scale invariance.
Acknowledgement. The presentation in the appendix was strongly influenced by the
author's earlier discussions with and an important private communication from S. Coleman.
The author is much indebted to S. Coleman for these discussions and the communication.
12

Cp. the technique of Ref. [8] and the discussion of integration regions in Ref. [9].
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Appendix

The Breaking of Scale Invariance
The current S (x) associated with scale transformations13 is defined
such that its Green's functions 5 satisfy the Ward identities
μ

dμ<(S»(x)A(yί)...A(yn))+}
= <&dμSfi(x)-]A(yί)...A(yn))+)

(A.I)

i=ί

where dt is the mass dimension of the ιth field operator, with argument
yt (d = ί for scalar and vector fields, d = 3/2 for spinor fields). Integration
of (A.I) gives, if there are no massless particles in the theory that could
give rise to nonvanishing boundary terms,
Sdx<(ldμS»(xϊ]A(y1)...A(yπ))+>
n

= ί Σ (di+yvidiv)

<(^0Ί)

••• Ayn))+>.

For dimensional reasons,

f Σ y?3 iv -m[S/3m] + J ^ ) <{A{yx)... ^(yM))+> = 0
provided all masses are kept in fixed proportion to m. Thus,
Jdx<([3μS"(x)] A{yx)... ^(yM))+>
(A.2)
If we regularize [10,11] the theory such that the Lagrangian expression
is meaningful, and keep also the regulator masses in fixed proportion to
m such that (A.2) remains valid, we can evaluate the right hand side of
(A.2) using the Schwinger action principle [15,27], with the result

= -2m2\dx<T(l(dL(x)/dm2)

- <(δL(x)/am2)>] A{y,)... A(yn))) .

(A3)

For definiteness, we now consider the theory (I.I) (with ΔL — ΰ), but
will, for brevity, omit to indicate the regularization explicitly. Then,
in (A.3),

ldml) = -WuΦu{x?
13

17

See, e.g., Ref. [3, 25, 26] and earlier references given there.
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(A.4)
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However, that φu(x)2 is only logarithmically but ml quadratically divergent indicates that the regularized form of (A.4) will involve complicated cancellations of (in the regularization limit) quadratically divergent
expressions. While it is clear from (A.2) and (A.3) that, at least in the
space-time integration, all divergences will be removed, (A.4) yields an
inconvenient form for the rigth hand side of (A.3).
Therefore, it is suggestive to use (1.6 b) in (A.2). With the normalization (1.12) of Ami, we obtain for the right hand side of (A.2), in the
theory (I.I), using again the action principle,
Sdx<T({Z3Δm2uφ(x)2 + 2β(g) [5L(
-2iny(g)+inβ(g) [3 lnZ 3 /θ 9 ] -vac. exp. val.} φ(yt)... φ(yn))} . (A.5)
Here we use
1=1

= i f dx {<Γ([D φu(χ)2-] Φiy,) ... Φ(yn))>

(A.6)

2

-Πx<T(φu(χ) Φ(yi)...φ(yn))>},
where in the curly bracket the second term may be omitted,

I D Φu(x)2 = dμφu(x) d«φu(x) + φu(x) [ - ml φu(x) - £

gju(xfl,

and
δL(x)/dg = - i φu(x)2(dm2jδg) - &

φa{x)\dgjdg).

Altogether, (A. 5) becomes

2
tt

2

)/δ^] φ(x)

+ [β(g)(dZ3/dg)-2Z3γ(g)-]
2

2

• δμφ(x) d»φ(x) + 2y(g) \_Z3m uφ(x) +

(A.7)

2

\Z guφ{xf]

-vac. exp. val.} φ{y±)... φ(yn))> .
We examine the terms in the curly bracket. The first term is finite by
construction since by finiteness we understand the one of the Green's
2
functions. The second term is to order g (cp. (1.16)) simply proportional
to a quadratic divergence that is, however, to this order precisely (i.e.,
also in its* regularized form) cancelled by the divergent term separated
from the third term by converting it into a Wick product. The fourth
and fifth term are finite to order g2. Thus, while in (A.3) with (A.4) the
problem of correct cancellation of divergences arises already in order g,
with (A.7) it appears not before order g3.
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The right hand side of (A.7) makes it evident that scale invariance is
broken by terms of Wilson [3] dimension four 14 , since, with (1.16),
{ } of (A.7) = finite term proportional: φ(x)2:
2

4

2

μ

(A

- £ b0g : φ(x) : - 2cog : dμφ(x) θ φ(x): + O(g*). *

8)

However, (A.8) cannot be identified with dμSμ(x). The reason is that
the steps that led to (A.7) are meaningful only in the regularized theory,
and for that theory, if on the right hand side of (A.6) the square of the
regularized field is used, that side is zero, such that the identification
contemplated is possible only up to a term proportional to : • φ{x)2:
that cannot be specified by an analysis based only on the integrated form
(A.2) of (A.I). Moreover, Sμ(x) and the energy-momentum tensor Θμv(x)
it is related to [26] by Sμ(x) = xvΘμv(x) do have a corresponding ambiquity, formally expressible by
θμv(x)-+ Θμv{x) + λ(gμv • - dμdv) φ(x)2,
because (A.I) specifies Sμ(x) incompletely without independent characterization of dμSμ(x).
This ambiguity can be exploited to make Θμv(x) and Sμ(x) renormalizable operators 15 . However, the terms of dimension four in (A.8)
cannot, of course, thereby be removed.
In QED, where no such ambiguity arises [26], the electron self mass
is only logarithmically divergent, but a (non-gauge-invariant counter)
term in the Lagrangian density of the form "square of the vector potential
multiplied by a quadratically divergent coefficient" similar to (A.4) leads
also here, as in all renormalizable theories, to a breaking of scale invariance by terms of dimension four, as one should anticipate in view
of the logarithmic terms that multiply scale invariant expressions for
vertex functions (cp. Sections 1.3 and II.3) at large momenta.
Note added in proof. Formula (II.6 h) is oversimplified, the matrix inversion involved
being extensive. - The adjustment term discussed after (11.10) is nonzero also in higher
orders, and in these logarithmically divergent. (The author thanks R. A. Brandt for a
discussion.) - Insertion of a mass vertex into all vertex functions in QED results in such
infinitesimal change of gauge that the change of the longitudinal part of the photon propagator due to change of the amplitude renormalization factor is precisely compensated. (11.15)
and consequently (11.18) and (11.20) are incomplete, and the coefficient functions (11.21)
need be calculated for varying gauge. The transverse (Landau) gauge, the only one stable
under mass vertex insertion, has in (11.21 b) y2{e) = O(e4). The correct gauge terms in
(11.15) and (11.18) for arbitrary gauges will be given elsewhere. - The integral relations between Φ functions mentioned in the Discussion are the usual ones for vertex functions
[12-14] but for the (non-scale invariant) theory with massless particles.
14

15

The observation that the dimension of the divergence of the scaling current in the
scalar model is four was privately communicated to the author by S. Coleman.
Cp., in this connection, Ref. [26].
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